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Please touch !
J. TATE
In the “Touchy-Feely Display” samples of typical material in museum objects were displayed andvisitors invited to touch or feel each one.The number of times each sample was touched was moni-
tored and the cumulative total number was displayed at each sample. Half of each sample was pro-
tected from touching so that by comparison a simple visual indication of the damage rate built up.
The results illustrate damage to copper ; paper ; silk ; plaster ; marble ; and wood by visitor handling.
Having demonstrated the problem we wish to understand the nature and criteria which control the
rate of soiling and suggested that which might be part of an EU collaborative study.
 The influence of gallery environment parameters, for example temperature, relative humidity,
gaseous pollutants, dust and particulates.
 Analytical determination of the composition of soiling.
 Development of a standard soiling monitor which can provide quantitative results.
 Deployment of a standard monitor in different environmental and geographical locations to
inform the above.
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 Relate soiling to subsequent cleaning and its conservation methods including the effects of pre-
ventive lacquers and barrier films.
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